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INTRODUCTION
Gauge invariance plays an important role in the present theoretical physics .In the
past gauge invariance had permited to solve important problems in quantum field theory
and particle physicsfl].
Along the hamiltonian lines the gauge symmetry appears when the theory under
study has first class constraints[2].
We suppose that some theory is given with first class constraints Om\p.q) = 0 ,then
we say that 4>,(p,q) is a first class contraint iff,

fcifcl-CM

(1.1)

here [,] means Poisson braket.(l.l) is usually called in the physical literature "gauge
open algebra" because generally (1.1) is not a closed algebra(in the sense of ordinary Lie
algebras).Here C^ in general is not constant.
Algebras like (1.1) describe systems such as the relativistic partidestrings ,membranes,gravitation,etc( and of course, their supersymmetric relatives ).
The quantization of these theories is plagued with difficulties, for this reason it is
necessary to study new quantization methods for wich these systems can be studied.
In the last ten years it has been discovered a general quantization method which
permits to study these systems. This method, called Batalin-Fradkin-Vilkovisky(BFY)
formalism is reviewed briefly in section 2. Section 3, is devoted to study simple applications . Here the quantization of the relativistic particle and the relativistic spinning
particle is worked out in detail. Several points not discussed in the literature are point
out and we find the correct expression for the Feynman propagator in both cases.Sectioa
4 contains conclusions and an outlook.
2.- The BFV Formalism : Review
In this section we review the BFV formalism[3]. As it was explained in the introduction , this method is a procedure for quantizing systems with first class constraints
and is the most general method know today to treat this class of systems.
We consider a dynamical system described by a phase space F\ whose coordinates
are (pi,g'),i=l,2,3,...,N; the canonical hamiltonian is HQ, and the dynamical system is
subject to M first class constraints $9 satisfying the algebra ( 1.1).
The action for this system taken be:
(2.1)
where the A* are lagrange multipliers. Then,in the BFV formulation, we consider that the
lagrange multipliers can be treated in the same foot as the canonical variables (p,q).This
oblige us to introduce conjugate canonical momenta to A0,say *„, such as:

Then , in order that the dynamics of the theory docs not change they mu>t be imposed
as new constraints.i.e.
x* = 0.

(2.3)

In the BPV notation,the set of 2M constraints (d«. *• ) it denote by G. and they obviously
satisfy the gauge algebra
[<?.,(?*] = *;»<?,.

(2.4)

In the algebraic sense.the procedure of treating the Lagranges multiplier in the same
foot that the coordinates (p,q). is equivalent to replace the old phase space Fi by an
other phase space f*2 ,such that:
F,-^Fi:(p,ç)8(*.,A.)

(2.5)

The next step in BFV construction consists in incorporating a pair of canonically
conjugated ghosts («7..P") for each constrained (with opuest statistic),i.e,

Si

(2.6)

,A) + {P.,V.)

(2.7)

thus, the phase space is replaced by :

The haxniltonian structure (2.7) has remarkable properties .We would like to enumerate some of them:
a) In (2.7) .we replaced the local gauge invariance by a global symmetry. This name
is due to Becchi,Rouet,Stora and Tyutin who discovered a similar symmetry in the
context of Yang-Mills theory [4,5j.
The BRST symmetry is a name given by the physicists to a symmetry deeply rooted
in cobomology theory[6).
b) the symmetry generator Q (usually called called BRST charge ) for a theory with
the gauge algebra (2.4) ,has the form:
\

+-

(2.8)

(2.8) is anticonmutative and is ,by construction, nilpotent,i.e.
{Q,Q} = 0

(2.9)

c) At quantum level, in the extended phase space (2.7) , there exists the following
theorem proved by Fradkin and Vilkovisky [3].
Theorem

Let a hanrihonisui system with Gm constraiiirs b<> deserib«*<I by the effective action
5 t / / given by
S«// = /

dtip.q* + fi.V* + jr.A* - Ho - [Q,*}).

2.10)

ii,

where Q is the BRST charge and • is an arbitrary' function (gauge fixing function). Then
the path integral:

Z* = J Dpexp[iSt/Jl

(2.11)

whereD/i is a liouville measure 4s independent of the choice of • ,i.e.

z* = z\.
This remarkable theorem is useful to prove the unitary of theories and pennit to
calculate off-shell propagators (generally a complicate problem ). For a demostration of
the theorem , see ref.[3).
3.-APLICATIONS
The massive relativistic particle is described by the following action:
S=-m

I

ir^i2.

(3.1)

In the hamiltonian formalism it is easy to verify that there exist the following constraint :

and the canonical hamiltonian Ho = p^i* — L is identically zero.
This is a general caracteristic of generally covariant systems .It is easy to verify using

[*>,?] = *;,

(3-3)

(«,WJ = 0

(3.4),

that the constraint algebra (3.2) is

and by consequence , (3.4) is a first class algebra. Thus , to quantize the relativistic
particle, we can use the BFV formalism developed in the section 2. The extended phase
space (2.7) in this case is :

where N is a Lagrange multiplier , s\\ their canonical momenta and theP'.< and rfs are
the anticonmutative ghosts that in this case satisfy :

The action in the extended phase space now is :
S = / * dr(xsN + r,t + ijV + vTi, + {<?,*})

(3.5)

using the (2.8) prescription , the BRST charge is:
Q = IJH + PK

(3.6)

and the fixing gauge function is chosen in the form:
* = VN

(3.7)

The choice of • , according to the Fradldn-Vilkovisky theorem ,is arbitrary . nevertheless here it is convenient the election (3.7) because it is equivalent to choose the
proper time gauge N — 0 . This gauge choice is consistent with the reparametrization
invariance. Using the Fradkin-Vilkovisky theorem , we obtain :

=I
. exp(* / ' dr(*NN + rjV + ifPp,i* + NH + Vf%

(3.8)

The (3.8) integrals can be calculated imposing the following BRST invariant boundary conditions:

*(*,) = *(*,) = 0

(3.9)

Integrating *N ,we obtain the 6[N) factor and the integration in ghosts momenta
give the usual expresion for the transition amplitude in the proper time gauge [7].
To integrate in xM and p,, it is convenient to eliminate the zero mode associate to
N(i) ,tben we write :
N(t) = JV(O) + M(t)
where we have the following boundary condition for M(t)
5

(3.10)

A/(0) = 0.

(311)

Using (3.10) the 6[S~\ factor can be writen as:
6[M] = Idi\'(Q)S[M[t) - N{0)\det(dr)-%.

(3.12)

thus, (3.8) becomes:

ZT = IdJV(O)
exp[. / * drtfi,

JDiidiiDx,Drrãet(dr))-- 1
+ N{0)H +1^)]

(313)

The determinant that appears in (3.13) is indetermined and it can be taken out of
the path integral as a factor absorbed by an overall normalization.
Following Tatelboim arguments [7], the integral in N(0) can not be taken in the
range(~oo,oo) because we are obliged to choose only a classical trajectory. This observation is physically very satisfactory and it is crucial to obtain the correct result.
Integrating on ij and ij ,we obtain det(-d?) This expression can be calculated using
the boundary conditions (3.9) and (-function regularization. The result is (t2 -t\) and
the integral (3.12) is :

Z* = AT r dT J Dx*DPp exp[i / * drtfi,

+ A'(O)W)]

(3.14)

where T = JV(0)(<2 —1\) and If is a normalization constant. The integration on P is
gives:

z* '"'/rtJ^^J^WzWf

+ m7m)]

\

(315)

note that the effective action in (3.15) is precisaly the einbein version of the relativistic
particle.To integrate in (3.15) we make the following change of variables:

(3.16) is consistent with (3.8) iff:
V M (<i)=0 = „"(*,).
Using (3.16), (3.15) yields:

Z* = X>

(3.17)

The determinant in (3.18) can be calculated using (-function regularization and the
boundary condition (3.17) the result is :

nm, (3.18) K

_ up f

This expniiion b the Feynman propagator for the relativistic particle. Recently,
two diferent derivations of this result has been obtained in the literature [8,9]. Also
rdoneXvRiibin and Zucchini have obtained similar results using the Iagrangian
[10].

SPINNING PARTICLE
The massive spinning particle is described by the following constraints[ll]:

0

(3.19)

where 9P and 9% are grassmanian variables that obey the following algebra:

{9,,r} = is;,
{9s,9s) = i

(3.20),

and the even variables, satisfy the algebra (3.3).
Using (3.19) and (3.3), it is easy to verify that the constraints algebra is:

[«,«) = 0,
{S,S) = 2iH.
It is easy to see using (2.8) that the BRST charge is;
7

(3.21)

(3.22)
where (7, ij, V, V) are the ghosts coordinates and the ghosts momenta (anticonmutative)
associated to H and (e,c,^ e i J*c) are the coordinates and the ghost momenta (coomutative) associated to S. The conmutative ghost algebra is :
[c,V€] = l = \e,V\

(3.23)

and aero in the other cases. w\ is the canonical momenta of the fcrmionk Lagrange
multiplier A.
The fixing gauge function • is chosen as :
(3.23)
Using the FVadlrin-Vilkovisky theorem, we obtain:

f
expft / *
NH + XS-VP + VeP€ - 2iVc\)\

(3.24)

In order to calculate (3.24) we impose the following BRST invaxiant boundary conditions:

»i»(tl) = *Af(i2) = » A (I,) = WX(tj) m 0

\
Integrating over *N, tXjVjPp^Vt

í[JV)í(Á]exp[i

b
and P c , we obtain:

^

8

99,

(3.24).

+\H + AS + w + *'M ~ «H

t3.27)

(3-27) is the hamiltonian expression fbr the path integral in the proper time gauge.
As in the relativistie particle case, we would like to eliminate the zero modes. For
this reason we write the analogous of (3.9).
.V(f)-.V(0)

A(t)«X(O) + C(«K

(32S)

1

where we have the following "boundary conditions *:
Af(O)«O.
C(0)»0.

(3»)

The equivalent of the conation (3.10) is:

J
-A(O)1*«(ÓV) +I
Such as in the rdathristic particle case, the determinants that appears in (3.29) are
indetermined because we have not sufficient boundary conditions , nevertheless, in this
case the bosonic and fennionic determinants are precisely cancelled. Replacing (3.29) in
(3.26) and using Teitdboim arguments to choose one classical trajectory, we obtain:
Z* = l~ dN(Q) f d\(Q) I

DtiDijDcDcD0mD0sDprDx,
XS + ifi + 2icA^ - * ) ]

(3-31)

(fbr the integration in A(0) we do not write the integration range because such concept
does not exist for the Berezin integral).
Using the boundary conditions (3.25), the ghosts can be explicitly calculated. Integrating in />.:

J

dX(O)

In (3.32) the effective action is the one-dimensional supergravity action if N (0) and AfO)
are interpreted as the graviton and the gravitino respectively.
Mnkinc: rhe change of variables:

Ar*

(333)
(3£5), the wwwtency imply:
(334)

Integrating in y(i) aod A(0), weobUin

y

( A * + mu) expft —

(3J4) b the Dírac prop^ator [8].
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we nave studied the quantization of hamiltoaian systems with first
class constraints osing the BFV fbnnalism.
Using the two examples studied above, we see that the BFV formalism is a powerful
method for quantizing theories with gauge freedom.
For most complicated theories^uch as strings and membranes (that are minim»!
surfaces in the proceeding sense ) , the problem is not solved .The main difficulty is that
at the quantum level there are anomalies .This problem is complicated and it is a very
important one .Using the BFV formalism this problem is not understood at the path
integral level.
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